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A New Twenty-Minute Mathematics Contest
Michael Flick and Debbie Kuchey,  Xavier University
Introduction
It has been a number of issues since we provided a practice mathematics contest.   e 20 
minute mathematics contests featured in previous issues were very popular.   erefore, 
another short practice contest will be featured in this issue.    
2009 Contest Results
 e OCTM’s 2010 State Tournament of Mathematics took place on February 27, 2010. 
Now is the time to start assembling a team to represent your school in competition for 
2011!  Since the 2010 results were not available as we go to press with this article, we 
can revisit the 2009 contest results.  You can  nd more information on the OCTM State 
Tournament of Mathematics at http://www.octmtournament.org.  Overall results from 
the 2009 State Tournament of Mathematics are summarized in Table 1.
Contest Corner
Table 1  2009 Overall State Tournament of Mathematics Results
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Awards and Recognition
  e OCTM also presents awards and recognition to participating schools by their 
size.  In this way, small schools are not put in direct competition with larger schools. 
OCTM uses a  ve level system to group schools.  Level 1 schools have fewer than 100 stu-
dents per grade level, Level 2 schools have between 100 and 162 students per grade level, 
Level 3 schools have between 162 and 234 students per grade level, Level 4 schools have 
between 234 and 362 students per grade level and Level 5 schools have more than 362 
students per grade level.  In April, every school principal in Ohio is mailed a copy of the 
tournament score report.  Be sure to ask your principal for a copy of the 2010 results.
Exam Content
 Most of the annual State Tournament of Mathematics questions consist of routine 
problems found in standard high school mathematics textbooks.  All of the problems can 
be solved using algebra, geometry, and arithmetic and calculators are certainly allowed. 
Preparation for this annual contest can be accomplished in a variety of ways.  However, 
many successful schools have mathematics clubs that regularly take short contests for prep-
aration.   e following is a 20 minute mathematics contest that can be used in the class-
room or with a mathematics club.   It is setup in the format of the OHIO MATHEMATIC 
LEAGUE (http://www.themathleague.com/) or the Atlantic Paci c Math League (http://
www.atpacmath.com/).   ese mathematics leagues are great experiences for students that 
will prepare them for the State Tournament of Mathematics.
Practice Contest
*For similar problems see The MAA Contest Problem Books (see Reference List for more details).
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Solutions to the Practice Contest problems require only the application of some basic high 
school mathematics.  It should be noted that there are many ways to solve each of these 
problems.  In the following key, one possible solution to each is presented. X
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“The scientist’s conclusion: 
mental imaging may be just as 
good as actual practice.”
Tammet, D. (2009). Embracing the wide sky: A tour 
across the horizons of the mind, 17. Free Press. NY.
 ink About It!
JUST THINK ABOUT 
DOING HOMEWORK
“To expect the unexpected shows 
a thoroughly modern intellect.”
Oscar Wilde 
from the play An Ideal Husband (1895)
